Abstract. By considering a bridge between Bram-Halmos and Embry characterizations for the subnormality of cyclic operators, we extend the Curto-Fialkow and Embry truncated complex moment problem, and solve the problem finding the finitely atomic representing measure µ such that
Introduction and preliminaries
In [5, Proposition 2.8] , it was shown that Bram-Halmos characterization for the subnormality of a cyclic operator on a complex Hilbert space induces a moment matrix M (n) which was considered in [1] and [2] . As a parallel study, in [5] they discussed a matrix E(n) corresponding to the Embry characterization of such an operator. The moment matrices M (n) and E(n) are contained in our new classes of moment matrices M (n, s), s = 0, 1, . . . , n (which will be defined below). Let Γ n,s = {γ ij ∈ C : 0 ≤ i + j ≤ 2n, |i − j| ≤ n + s, 0 ≤ s ≤ n}, where γ 00 > 0, γ ji = γ ij . Notice that the data in Γ n,s lie in the gray pentagon in Figure 1 .
The truncated complex moment problem for Γ n,s entails finding a positive Borel measure µ supported in the complex plane C such that
And µ is said to be a representing measure for Γ n,s . In particular, Γ n,n induces the Curto-Fialkow moment matrix M (n) ( [1] , [2] ); Γ n,0 induces the Embry moment matrix E(n) Let M k (C) be the set of all k × k matrices. For A ∈ M η(n,s) (C), we introduce the order on the rows and columns of A. For example, if n = 4 and s = 3, i.e., η(4, 3) = 14, then the order is as follows: a ij e ij . We define a sesquilinear form ·, · A on P n,s by p, q A := A p, q (p, q ∈ P n,s ). In particular, z i z j ,z k z l A = A (k,l)(i,j) , for (i, j) ∈ Λ (n,s) and (k, l) ∈ Λ (n,s) . We define the moment matrix M (n, s) be a η(n, s) × η(n, s) matrix that the entry in rowZ k Z l and columnZ i Z j is M (n, r) (k,l)(i,j) = γ l+i,j+k , where (k, l), (i, j) ∈ Λ (n,s) . (Observe that M (n, n) = M (n) and M (n, 0) = E(n) whose definitions are in [1] and [5] , resp.) For example, if n = 2, s = 1, i.e., for γ : γ 00 , γ 01 , γ 10 , γ 02 
In particular, M (2, s) is referred to the quartic moment matrix here. The paper consists of five sections. In Section 2 we consider a bridge between Bram-Halmos' and Embry characterizations for cyclic subnormal operators, which is related to complex moment matrices M (n, s). In Section 3, we prove that if Γ n,s is double flat (i.e., rank M (n, s) = rank M (n−2, s)) and M (n, s) ≥ 0, then M (n, s) admits a unique flat extension of the form M (n + k, s) for all k ∈ N. And also we consider several useful examples. Let M (1, 0) be any positive quadratic moment matrix. Then it always has a flat extension M (1, 1).
Figure 1
But, in general the case of M (2, 0) is independent to the case M (1, s). For example, in Section 4 we show that there exists a moment matrix M (2, 0) with a representing measure µ such that the number of atoms is different from rank M (2, 0). In addition, we discuss singular quartic moment matrix M (2, s) and related examples. Finally, in Section 5 we obtain an algorithm finding a moment measure from the nonsingular quartic moment matrix M (2, 0) which will be applied to M (2, s) by a similar method.
Some of the calculations in this article were obtained through computer experiments using the software tool Mathematica [8] . 
Since M (n, s) ≥ 0 for all n ∈ N, the above computation shows that
Theorem 2.2. Let T be an operator with a cyclic vector x 0 in H and let
Suppose n ∈ N and 0 ≤ s ≤ n. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
and M (n, n) ≥ 0 for all n ∈ N if and only if {γ ij } 
(ii) M (n, s) ≥ 0 for all n ∈ N and any s = 0, . . . , n, (iii) M (n, s) ≥ 0 for all n ∈ N and some s = 0, . . . , n. Moreover, the following two assertions are equivalent:
and M (n, s) ≥ 0 for all n ∈ N and some s = 0, . . . , n.
Double flat extension theorem
We review some useful properties which can be obtained by the similar proofs in [3] and [5] . We omit the detail proof here.
(P 1 ) If µ is a representing measure, then 
The followings is a parallel theorem corresponding to [1] .
, then there exists a truncated moment sequence Γ n,s with γ 00 > 0 and
Proof. The proof is very similar to [1] and [5] , and so we will omit the proof.
Proof. We want construct a moment matrix M (n + 1, s) of the form
where A = M (n, s), B = AW, and C = W * AW. If n = 2w, we denote the columns of B by the flatness of
We first show that A is an extension of M (2w, s). We need to check z
We now show that A is a moment matrix. By Theorem 3.1, we must show that
(b) Since n = 2w + 1 and p,p, q,q ∈ P n,s , the polynomials p, q must be the form
where
Similarly, we can prove the case of 0
Moreover, the matrix M (n, s) also admits a flat extension of the form M (n+ 2, s). In fact, we have
. . .
Hence M (n, s) admits a flat extension of the form M (n+k, s) for all k ∈ N.
Now we have the following
Proof. If n is even number, the result follows from Proposition 3. We discuss a simple example. 
It is easy to check that rank M (3, 1) = rank M (1, 1) = 3. By Theorem 3.4, Γ 3,1 admits a 3-atomic representing measure. Since Z 2 = iZ andZZ = 1 , we obtain Z 3 = i1 , the three atoms are the roots of z
Thus we obtain the representing measure µ = 1 3 (δ z0 + δ z1 + δ z2 ). We can check that the measure does satisfy
Singular quartic moment matrices
Let M (1, 0) be any positive quadratic moment matrix. Then it has a flat extension M (1, 1) . Indeed, to obtain such M (1, 1), take γ 02 among roots of the equation z − γ 2 10 /γ 00 = (γ 00 γ 11 − |γ 10 | 2 )/γ 00 . But, in general this flat extension can not be always constructed (see Proposition 4.1). So the study of M (n, s) is worthwhile in the truncated complex moment problem. 
From the second equality, we have γ 
That is γ 23 = 0. Therefore, γ 14 = γ 05 = 0, and so we obtain the flat extension M (3, 3) of M (2, 2)
we obtain four densities ρ 0 = ρ 3 = − The moment matrix M (2, 2) was discussed in [1] and [2] and also M (2, 0) was discussed in [5] . So we need consider M (2, 1) here. First we recall 
It is easy to check that rank M (2, 1) = rank M (1, 1) = 3. By Theorem 3.5, Γ 2,1 admits a 3-atomic representing measure. Since Z 2 = (−1 + 4i)1 + (− If M (2, 1) is not flat, i.e., rank M (2, 1) > 3, then we have two ideas. The one is to find double flat extension M (4, 1) and the other one is to find flat extension M (2, 2) first, and using the results of [7] . Proof. SinceZZ = A1 + BZ + CZ + DZ 2 , where In case of |γ 03 | = 1, in the proof of Lemma 4.2, we showed there is a case in which there exists no representing measure. Proof. In fact, we have z +
Proof. Since 
According to Lemma 4.4, we know that φ(z) = 0 has roots, so M (2, 1) has a flat extension M (2, 2).
then it is easy to see that M (2, 1) is positive and rank M (2, 1) = 4. The flat extension M (2, 2) is the form . Moreover, the matrix M (2, 1) has the following flat extension of the form 2 − 3iZZ,
By some transformation, we obtain Z 5 = −9i1 + 3Z − 12iZ 2 + 2Z 3 + 5iZ 4 . Thus, the five atoms and the densities are
Therefore, the 5-atomic representing measure is
Nonsingular quartic moment matrices
We introduce an algorithm for finding moment measure of the nonsingular matrix M (2, 0). The case of M (2, 1) and M (2, 2) can be discussed similarly and so we leave them to interesting readers. For brevity, we write M (3) := M (3, 3) and E(3) := M (3, 0) as usual.
Recall that if M (2) has a flat extension M (3), then there exists an associated moment measure ( [1] ). However the nonsingular quartic moment problem of M (2) is open still ( [7] ). In this section we discuss the nonsingular quartic moment problem of E (2) . Because the double flatness is required on the case of E(2), we assume that E(2) is positive and invertible and has a double flat extension E (4) (VIII) We obtain a double flat extension E(4) of E(2).
